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Turkey--A

Fabulous

Crossroads

Tabriz, Iran, to Erzurum,
Tuesday, April 20
After morning
makeshift

devotions

hotel restaurant,

for the Turkish border,
west.

Turkey

in our room and breakfast
we left Tabriz around

approximately

Within minutes,

I fell asleep

one hundred
and didn't

in the

7:00 heading
miles north-

awaken until

the border.
Due to a recent rain, the Turkish

customs

rounded with mud, and was busy with travelers.
our bus and spot-checked
the overhead

shelves.

ports to process.

our belongings

On leaving,

Fortunately,

building

was sur-

Two officers

and wrapped

boarded

souvenirs

they took our collected

we did not have to unload

on

passthe bus

as we had in Iran.
While waiting,

we rolled up our pant legs and ventured

the mud to the customs building
liras.

Finding

ourselves
with muddy

no facility

among some parked

through

to change our money into Turkish

in the building,

Jen, Tanya and I hid

cars behind

Returning

it.

shoes and socks, we were soon followed

to the bus

by the customs
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officers

who personally

handed

us our passports.

had taken only an hour, and within minutes
English

trucker

Border procedures

after picking

up an

to give him a lift back to his rig, we were roll-

ing again, this time over a fine paved road.
For the next five miles beyond

the border

lane, we drove past a line of bumper
semitrailers

waiting

to bumper

to clear Iranian customs.

whose truck was also in the line, informed
large vehicles

were thoroughly

cedure could sometimes

searched

in the opposite
European

and Asian

The English

trUCker,

us that most of these

for contraband

take as long as five days.

which pro-

We dropped

him

off near the end of the line.
Minutes
lookout

later, Neil, using the mike, pointed

towers in the distance

Soviet Union.

Among the peaks,

itself intermittently

rose to a height
peditions

of 16,945 feet.

evidences

coming

in all its glory and

drifting

We learned

clouds, Mount Ararat

from Robert

region by western

of the biblical

border of the

to the mountains

snowcapped

between

into this mountainous

had uncovered

the southern

Then he called our attention

up on our right.
showing

guarding

out the Russian

that ex-

archaeologists

Noah s Ark.
I

But,,·alJ0Und
\

1970, the Turkish government
one day the expeditions
II

And the ark rested

haulted

would resume,

further

exploration.

and the claims

• • • upon the mountains

of Genesis

proven

tiful sight was a highlight

of the trip~ and photos were taken

The greening

saw Turkey

grassland

8:4,

of Ararat," would once

and for all be conclusively

We probably

tnue.

Perhaps

Nevertheless,

this beauQ

at its best this chilly

swaying

in the wind extended

spring~ay.
to the distant
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mountains

and was dotted

with large bright

red, orange

and yellow

poppies.
I spent the rest of the day sleeping.
long days on the road were beginning
to be one who required

Lack of sleep and the

to wear me down.

more rest than the others.

to accept the fact that I would probably

I seemed

I was beginning

feel tired throughout

the

rest of the trip.
We drove late into the evening
a small village.
shack-like

before

Here Graeme parked

diners.

stopping

for dinner

in

the bus in front of two small

Before we left the bus, Neil told us that, in

most eating establishments

across rural Turkey,

essary to first go to the kitchen,~~~_what

it would be nec-

was offered

and tell

the cook what you wanted.
Warm smiles greeted

us as half of us entered

which was very plain but exuded
kitchen

a cozy atmosphere.

where large iron pots and skillets

with tantalizing

dishes.

Pointing

seats at small talbes, drinking

bubbled

to our choices,

pop while waiting

one of the shacks
We found the
and sizzled
we then took
to be served.

I

chose a thick soup and a small loaf of fresh white bread--delicious!
Gone were the days of chelo kebab!
within

forty minutes,

toward Erzurum,
trek.

another

We arrived

adequate

we were back on the road pressing

town visited

by Marco

there around midnight.

Polo on his eastward

Our accommodations

though old, but at this time of night, who cared!

soft clean beds satisfied

our immediate

needs.

on

were
The
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Erzurum to Sivas
Wednesday, April 21
The bus packed,
restaurant
papers.
cheese

we were breakfasting

by 7 A.M. in the hotel

which we shared with businessmen

The waiters

served us fresh bread,

reading

their news-

butter,

marmalade,

and tiny glasses of hot chai at small cloth covered

Another
~eading

spring morning

greeted

due west and crossing

we were soon in the mountains
white birch interspersed
the drive reminded

us as we boarded

tables.

the bus.

the Kara Su (upper Euphrates
covered

with luxuriant

stands of

with grass and bright poppies.

me of parts of Kashmir.

tans and grays of former countries,

River),

At times

After the bleak browns,

green Turkey was a welcome

change.
Driving over the ancient
we saw rugged looking
outdoor

cobblestone

Turks in dark heavy

tables under arbors

jackets and caps seated

sipping glasses

stone houses with tile roofs had replaced
Iran.

streets in the villages,

Camel and mule caravans

of hot chai.

donkey drawn carts as well as autos were a common
were veiled

and others wore colorful

but vanished.

The American

scarves,

influence

Shuttered

the mud brick dwellings

were a thing of the past.
sight.

at

of

Horse and
Some women

but the chador had all

as we had observed

it in Iran

was not seen here.
Neil, in his usual manner,
He reminded

highlighted

us that Turkey was originally

stressed

the fact that this country

European

continents.

this new country
called Asia Minor.

is located

Asian Turkey, called

for us.
He

on both Asian and

Anatolia,

comprises

the
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western

peninsula

of Asia while European

waters of the Dardanelles,~h~
and shares its borders
of Turkey's

Sea of Marmara,

sits across the
the Bos

rus

with Greece and Bulgaria.

46 million

Sunni, and 55 percent

Turkey

people,

are literate.

land is arable and 69 percent

99 percent

are Muslim,

mostly

Only about 20 percent

of the

of Turkey's

labor force engages

in

farming.
As early as 2000 B.C., the Hittites
followed

by the Phpygians

who established

colonies

began settling

in 1000 B.C. and later by Greek tribes
along its west coast.

B.C. under the Achaemenid

in Anatolia,

kings,

In the 6th century

Turkey became part of the Persian

Empire, and two hundred years later it fell to Alexander.
By the 1st century
trol of Turkey,

A.D., the Romans had established

and the Christian

gospel was spreading

firm conthroughout

-

the area.

In 330 A.D., Constantine

the Great, first Christian

Roman Emperor,

moved the Roman capital

from Rome east to the site

of the ancient

Greek city of Byzantium

on the Bosporus,

named it Constantinople.

with the East-West

Empire becoming

in 395 A.D., Turkey became

Byzantine

permanent

division

and re-

of the Roman
part of the

Empire.

By the 13th century,
much of Turkey~

the Seljuk Turks were in possession

the ottoman

Turks gradually

gained

of

control during

.-------------------------------------
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Previous

to World War I, Ottoman

Syria, Lebanon,
in the Aegean

Ls.raeL, Jordan,

rule extended

Iraq, Arabia,

Sea~ but most of this territory

Yemen and islands
was lost after the

war when the Ottoman~ultanate

came to an end.

1923, Turkey became

with the new capital

Around
sprawling

a republic

On October

29,

at Ankara.

5:30 P.M., we arrived in Sivas, a rather unimpressive

quiet town of 140,000

cement buildings.
six story walk-up

inhabitants

with stone houses

Brenda and I shared a fourth
hotel.

increasingly

of our accommodations

were more appreciative

and

story room in our

It was typical of many other nondescript

rooms to which we had become
roundings

to today's

accustomed.

hardly mattered

The sur-

anymore,. f'or
_ we

of the decent hour of our arrival

ing more time to stretch our legs in both a verticle

afford-

and horizontal

position.
Brenda,

still having back pain since the taxi accident,

quired daily massages

~-

her.

So, before

joining Tanya and me for dinner,

Jen gave her a back rub.

On our own for the evening,

the three of us traipsed

Sivas' winding
_.-

which our nurses provided

townspeople.
---

-_._----"--

streets until we found a restaurant
We made a beeline

for the kitchen,

re-

through

frequented

by

where we pointed

to the dishes we wanted

and then took a table where we were served

glasses of hot chai,and

appetizing

the overhead

broadcast

television

with, we assumed,

food.

As we ate, we watched

a meeting

the Turkish Head of State.

of the Shah of Iran
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Sivas to Goreme
Thursday, April 22
By 7 A.M., we were enjoying

a breakfast

of thick rice soup,

fresh bread and glasses of hot chai at a restaurant
street from our hotel.
Traveling

through

noon, we entered

We left for Goreme
the same terrain

desolate
Nearby,

plateau

volcanic

monoliths

living quarters.

after-

in the early afternoon

of Goreme.

with only a sprinkling

we found our compound

around 8:00.

as the preceeding

the region of Cappadocia

and soon came upon the village

across the

It was located

on a

of trees and shrubs.

overlooking

miles of cone-shaped

inside of which long ago man had hewn rooms for
Now these were used mostly

by farmers

and herds-

men.
On the compoun~
quarters

while a larger building

combination
afternoon
porarily

a three winged

restaurant

a hundred

and recreation

yards away served as a
The gray windy

made us again feel tem-

cut off from the rest of the world.

we unloaded

detail

with three other

the bus and gave it a thorough

into our rooms.

Although

had not been washed

since Isfahan.

the sweeping,

cleaning

the bus was usually

amount of dust that accumulated

holstery

served as our sleeping

facility.

and these eerie surroundings

Today I was on bus cleaning

Following

complex

girls,

before

settling

swept each night,

We could hardly believe

so

it

the

in the course of a day's travel.

we washed

the windows

and floor with soap and water.

and scrubbed

As we were hosing

side of the bus, Nino got hold of the hose and began

the upthe out-

spraying

us
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which, led

to a water fight--boys

against

the bus was clean but we were wet, muddy
Our rooms were adequate,
carpets.

Somehow

I survived

my clean bed before dressing
Lesly,who

gi;:~s__ Eventu~lly_.<-__
and cold.

but lacked heat, hot water and
the freezing

shower and warmed

for dinner.

My roommate

up in

was spirited

along with Eileen, had been so ill in Agra, but by now

had regained

her former aburldqnt zest for living.

Tomorrow

she

would turn nineteen.
Around
building

7 P.M., we all gathered

with cement floors, but affording

landscape

outside.

ing an "L".

Two long banquet

a plain

a view of the strange

tables met each other form-

They were covered with tablecloths

dinary dishes.

and set with or-

Bottles of red and white wine decorated

at every other place setting.
pullover

in the restaurant,

sweaters

Several men dressed

the tables

in worn slacks,

and jackets served us a hearty meal including

salad which was now safe to eat.
As we finished
ful costumes

dessert,

performed

by their musicians.
joined the dancers

a group of six male dancers

Turkish

and Russian

After the program,
attempting

dances

in color-

for us accompanied

the music continued

to learn their dances.

and we

The last of

us turned in around midnight.

Goreme
Friday,

April

23

At breakfast,
to exploring

Neil told us that the who~e day would be devoted

the monoliths

in and around Goreme where early Chris~

_
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tians had"~~li
ved and worship:Qed while hiding

from their
Roman
----_._---

and ~~ter Muslim 2ersecu~ors~~_ Before~ that, Persia~

soldiers ---

\_!leeing J\lexander' s army: had found refuge here also.
At 8:30 our guide, Aydin, met us on the bus and directed
Graeme

to a road giving access to some of the cone-shaped

liths about thirty minutes
was called

the Dark Church.

shown on antiquity
stroyed,

away.

murals

The first cone of significance

Inside its cave, our flashlights

where marvelous,

of the Nativity,

yet worn and partially

candles

~ones~~

adorned

then for light, the early Christians

It was obvious

we continued

Probably

Centered
using

held services

to explore

here.

several other

by what we found inside that these monoliths

had been homes to entire communities,
of earthquakes,

the walls.

was the face of Christ.

From the Dark Church,

de-

the Three Wise Men, Palm Sunday,

the Last Supper and the Crucifixion
in the rough ceiling

mono-

the government

ordered

but due to the high incidence
many of them evacuated

in

the 1950s.
Around

11 A.M., Graeme drove us into Goreme where

these evacuees

had built their own square

strange cones.

From our parked

toward one of Goreme's
a small fee~~nd
honeycombed
a platform

bus, we walked
cones.

on numerous

steep ladders.

I felt transported

Neil paid

climb through
Stepping

on the~ windy summit, we had a panoramic
which extended

among the

over the dirt road

At its entrance,

we then began a fifteen minute

interior

weird formations
a moment,

tallest

stone houses

some of

out onto

view of these

as far as the eye could see.

to another planet.

its

For
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On our descent

through

er from Sydney and Kathy's
ankle.

A Turk, riding

tripped

a donkey

and seeing

At the resta.urant, he helped

assisted

the Turk offered

thank you," and turned
was hurtled

her

Sandra's

dilemma,

where we were

her off and two of our

through

me a ride, but I said,

to walk away.

But before

the air onto the donkey's

started at a trot, leaving my companions
"Was I going to be abducted,
I yelled

to have some fun'?"
ing and teasinq me.

the smiling

back, and off we

in shock.

My thoughts

or did this Turk merely

Ten minutes

later, after covering

several
leaving

Turk and his donkey behind.
to another

area containing

inside one of these caves of refuge, we walked,
and waddling,

at intervals

opened

stored, providing

through

long low ceilinged

tunnels

which

into large rooms where food and water had been

a temporary

of the cone descending

during

more

at times

shelter for fugitives.

In an hour I s time, we made our exit" ;from the opposite

ladder.

want

for Nino, who ran alongside,~-------laugh-

After lunch, we were driven

crouching

"No

I knew it, I

blocks of Goreme, we were safely back at the restaurant,

cones.

teach-

her into the building.

To my surprise,

raced:

spraining

her a ride on his beast to the restaurant

to lunch.
fellows

best friend,

a soft-spoken

'l'hefellows helped her the rest of the way down to the

street.
offered

the cone, Sandra,

Unaccustomed

sid_e

twenty feet to the ground on a swinging
to such physical

exertion,

rope

most of us sl~pt

the ride back to the compound.

On our return,

I was desperate

for a pair of clean

_

jeans, so
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I set to work to wash my other pair before
ing them in cold water and detergent,
seen used by the natives

dinner.

I employed

of India and Nepal.

wet jeans on the concrete

After soak-

the method

I slapped the heavy

floor of the small square

ing muddy water everywhere.

I had

After thirty minutes

shower,

splash-

of this messy

procedure,

I rinsed the jeans and rung them out the best I could,

concluding

that none of my clothes

reached

a western

Evening

washing machine.

followed

a special birthday
learning

would really be clean until I

with another good meal and more wine plus

celebration

about her birthday,

a lapis lazuli pendant
ward off evil spirits.

for Lesly.

Some Turkish men,

gave her a bottle

which resembled

of champagne

an eye and was intended

This, along with the delicious

cake that Neil had ordered

and

and our handcrafted

to

birthday

card designed

by

Cindy made for a happy celebration.
Returning

to our room, Lesly shared the bottle

with several of us girls.

We remarked

to Lesly and the rest of us.

of champagne

about the Turks' kindness

Thus far, our experiences

Turks had proven

them a poor but friendly

simple pleasures

of living.

people

withtbhe

who enjoyed

the

Goreme to Tarsus to Anamur
Saturday, April 24
Starting
headed

early and leaving

south toward more fertile

Riding over cobblestone

the desolation

of Cappadocia,

land and the Mediterranean

roads and crossing

we

Sea.

the Taurus Mountains,

